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Abstract

This manuscript is about further elucidating the concept of noising. The concept of noising first appeared in [1], in the context of curvature estimation and vertex localization on planar shapes. There are indications that noising can play for global methods the role smoothing plays for local methods in this task. This manuscript is about investigating this claim by extending noising to incremental noising, in a recursive deterministic manner, analogous to how smoothing is extended to progressive smoothing in similar tasks. As investigating the properties and behavior of incremental noising is the purpose of this manuscript, a surprising connection between incremental noising and progressive smoothing is revealed by the experiments. To explain this phenomenon, the fractal and the space filling properties of the two methods respectively, are considered in a unifying context.

1 Introduction

For every point on a curve one may consider the sum of its distances to all the other points. This total distance of a point to all the other points (or to the rest of the curve as one may choose to see it) captures a relationship between location and curvature. In [2] it is called the View Area Representation (VAR) descriptor. In [1] the Global Local (GL) Equations are based on VAR to describe relations between location and curvature. VAR’s resistance to noise has been investigated in [2] with various experiments. In [1] it was shown that noising, inducing, that is, additional random noise on the boundary actually helps a VAR-based representation of vertices. This concept will be extended and further investigated in this manuscript with the introduction of incremental noising. Experimental results will guide us to surprising conclusions regarding a hidden connection between incremental noising and progressive (multi scale) smoothing.

2 Related Work and Contribution

This manuscript is about further elucidating the general concept of noising and its incremental behavior in particular. Noising is an interesting and intriguing idea. Its various properties however, e.g. its incremental behavior, are not quite understood yet. A full potential for applications will be envisioned if we manage to understand the basic properties of noising and in this understanding we contribute with this manuscript.

In [2], the VAR descriptor is defined, and used to define curvature in a global sense whereas in [1] the concept of noising is introduced. In this paper we continue along line of research with two main contributions:

(a) The concept of noising is evolved to that of incremental noising and its behavior is investigated in relation to vertex localization against various baseline methods at different degrees of locality and smoothing characteristics. The extension from noising to
incremental noising introduces novel concepts that are related to the space filling properties of a curve, enabling further insight into the general concept of noising.

(b) A hidden link is discovered between the new concept of incremental noising and the one of progressive smoothing. This link is significant because two conceptually orthogonal methods are now for the first time connected, elucidating this way a unification playground by means of the space filling properties of curves.

Related work on treating shapes as real functions and estimating curvature can be found in [4, 5, 6, 7].

The rest of the paper is as follows: In the next section a connection to previous material on the VAR descriptor is provided together with the concept of incremental noising and its extension to incremental noising. The Experimental section follows. A discussion closes the paper.

3 Connection to Previous Material

**Definition 1** Let $[0, \lambda] \subset \mathbb{R}$ and $\alpha : [0, \lambda] \to \mathbb{R}^2$ a continuous at least $C^3$, closed planar curve of length $\lambda$ in $\mathbb{R}^2$, parametrized with respect to the arc length $s$ and $\phi_\alpha$ be a distance function defined on $[0, \lambda]$ and taking values in $\mathbb{R}$ as follows:

$$\phi_\alpha : [0, \lambda] \to \mathbb{R} : s \mapsto \phi_\alpha(s) := \int_0^s \| \alpha(s) - \alpha(\xi) \| \ d\xi$$

(1)

$\phi_\alpha(s)$ is called the VAR descriptor and can be interpreted as modeling a notion of total distance between the curve point $\alpha(s)$ and the rest of the curve.

Now let $s_\ast \in (0, \lambda)$ such that the normal to the curve at $\alpha(s_\ast)$ is considered explicitly and $\xi \in (0, \lambda)$ with $\xi \neq s_\ast$ signifying a random point $\alpha(\xi)$ on the curve. We denote with $r(s_\ast, \xi) \equiv r$ the vector $\alpha(s_\ast) - \alpha(\xi)$ and $\omega(s_\ast, \xi) \equiv \omega$ the angle from the normal to the curve at $s_\ast$ to $-r(s_\ast, \xi)$ measured counter-clockwise. In the form of a Theorem, we gather results from [2]. Dots represent derivatives always with respect to $s$.

**Theorem 1** Let $\alpha \in C^3([0, \lambda], \mathbb{R}^2)$ a closed planar curve of nonzero length $\lambda$, as above. If $\varphi_\alpha(s)$ the total distance function (VAR descriptor), $\kappa(s)$ the curvature function and $s_\ast, \xi, r$ and $\omega$ as above, then:

(a)

$$\varphi_\alpha(s_\ast) = -\int_0^\lambda \sin(\omega) d\xi \bigg|_{s=s_\ast}$$

(2)

(b)

$$\varphi_\alpha(s_\ast) = \kappa(s_\ast)A(s_\ast) + B(s_\ast)$$

(3)

where $A(s_\ast) = \int_0^\lambda \cos(\omega) d\xi \bigg|_{s=s_\ast}$ and $B(s_\ast) = \int_0^\lambda \cos^2(\omega) d\xi \bigg|_{s=s_\ast}$.

(c) If in addition, $\varphi_\alpha(s_\ast)$ a local extremum of $\varphi_\alpha(s)$. Then $\kappa(s_\ast) \neq 0$ and $A(s_\ast) \neq 0$ and

$$\kappa(s_\ast) = \frac{\varphi_\alpha(s_\ast) - B(s_\ast)}{A(s_\ast)}$$

(4)

3.1 Noising with Gaussian Perturbations

In [1] a global noising algorithm is designed, consisting of random high frequency perturbations on the boundary of noisy or smooth shapes and shown to have advantages in vertex identification over state of the art local methods that don’t alter the shape by smoothing. The method is based on equation (4) which defines curvature through global descriptors at the local extrema of $\phi$. Since all the quantities on the right hand side of equation (4) are integrals defined on the whole of the shape, they don’t change significantly with noise, therefore this definition of curvature seems stronger than the traditional one. In fact, in [1], it is demonstrated that noise not only is not affecting significantly this definition of curvature but it also improves the identification of vertices, giving rise to the concept of noising as opposed to smoothing. This result is counterintuitive since vertices are third order differentials, thus even more sensitive to
noise than curvature is with traditional methods. According to [1] equation (4) suggests a method of identifying points of extreme location and curvature in the *collocation* of $\dot{\phi}$ and $\ddot{\phi}$ zero crossings. Under this method noise would have no effect since it doesn’t affect location significantly. In fact, the experiments in [1] indicate that at points where the curve is not equally displaced around the normal, the induction of further Gaussian noise around these points has the effect of *correcting* the curve’s displacement, the total distance function acquiring this way better visibility in identifying maximum curvature locations through $\ddot{\phi}$.

### 3.2 Incremental Noising with Deterministic Recursion

Here we extend the method of noising to that of *incremental noising* by inducing deterministic perturbations on the boundary in a recursive fashion and we will examine how well VAR-based identification of vertex points performs in this case, in relation to various local methods at different degrees of locality. This new *noising* process can be performed in an additive manner to the existing boundary, also not affecting the initial boundary points. In the discrete case of a digital curve, for each pair of consecutive points on the initial boundary, a *new point* is added at the intersection of the circles centered at the original points and having equal radii of a certain length, greater than half the distance between the two original points. The difference with the *noising* defined in [1] is that there the radii of the circles were drawn from a Gaussian distribution, whereas here the radii are constant as a parameter of the method. Furthermore here, *noising* is applied recursively, doubling the curve’s points at each successive step. This *incremental noising*, proposed in this paper, is further investigated here for the first time in its combination with VAR for vertex identification. Different implementations involving the locations of $\dot{\phi}$ and $\ddot{\phi}$ zero-crossings are compared against local, localized and smoothing methods that employ various degrees of locality. Incremental noising works in this case because the use of VAR-based global representation of vertices turns the *negative local* effects of noise into *positive global* effects. For the proposed method in particular, noising is an enabler. Vertices are detected directly without the need for curvature calculations. Recursively applying noising in the proposed manner forms neighborhoods of increasing differential order around the initial curve points, resulting in a concept that is analogous to that of progressive smoothing. Thus *incremental noising* used with global methods, can be viewed as a conceptual duality to what *progressive smoothing* is for local methods. In the next sections we further investigate these concepts.

### 4 Experimental Investigation

In the experimental section we seek to verify that while *incremental noising* is an enabler for global methods it is an inhibitor for local methods. In other words we seek to differentiate between global and local methods based on the effect *incremental noising* has on them. We show there is at least one important application, namely *vertex localization* where this indeed happens.

The baseline methods themselves are derived from the different ways one can define discrete curvature on a digital curve according to the fundamentals in the literature. The implementation is our own because the methods should be as clear and as simple as possible, so the reader can focus on the scope of locality employed by each method, and how *incremental noising* is affecting them. The experimental results on the effects of *incremental noising* on vertex localization are better understood this way. The baselines are meant to serve different definitions (implementations) of curvature so as to see how *incremental noising* is affecting the task of vertex localization under these different implementations.

A surprising result is also revealed in the experiments. The proposed VAR-based global method with incremental noising, identifies on distorted shapes, the same points that progressive smoothing identifies on the corresponding undistorted ones. Deterministic incremental noising in other words, seems to have the effect of gradually removing Gaussian distortions on the boundary, in terms of identifying vertices on the corresponding smooth shapes. This result is coun-
terintuitive and was reached by means of precision vs recall (PR) comparisons in identifying perceptually interesting points (vertices) on the boundary of the KIMIA benchmark dataset of silhouettes for various local, localized and smoothing methods that assume different degrees of locality in their treatment of noise. We offer a unifying explanation of this connection between incremental noising and progressive smoothing.

4.1 Experimental Design

The KIMIA dataset consists of 9 classes of 11 shapes each and has been used extensively in the literature to benchmark the performance of various classification algorithms. Here we use shapes from all classes, to produce representative noisy versions of shapes from each class and test various methods on their ability to identify Interesting Points (IPs) on their noisy boundaries. Term noisy is used to describe the resulting contours after Gaussian noise has been induced on the original contours. The resulting noisy contours are further processed with noising. The term noising is used to describe the process of making a contour of $P$ points $P > 100$ from a contour of $P/2$ points after adding new points to it in a principled manner as was explained in section 3.2. From each noisy contour of $n$ points a noising step produces another noisy contour of $2n$ points. Similarly in a recursive manner contours of points $2^k n$ are produced for each KIMIA silhouette, $k$ being the $k$th noising step for $k = 1, \ldots, 4$. Precision vs recall (PR) measurements, of the proposed method against local and localized variants of methods for identifying interesting points on the boundary of the above noisy versions of shapes are appropriately designed and performed in the following sections.

4.2 Ground Truth

We define the ground truth (GT) as the set of points where the cumulative curvature function achieves local maximum or local minimum. The cumulative curvature for a certain shape is defined as the pointwise addition of the curvatures of its progressively smoothed versions. In Fig.1 the cumulative curvature function is shown together with the progressive smoothed versions of KIMIA silhouettes from all classes. The interesting points detected at each smoothing step are also shown as the local extrema of the respective curvature functions (vertices). The technique of tracking the persistence of special points across repeated smoothings, is a generally accepted method for identifying salient points, one of its variants known as Curvature Scale Space [19]. is an MPEG7 standard and in use for many years serving a wide range of applications in computer vision. GT Interesting Points (IPs) are calculated as in Fig.1 only for the original KIMIA silhouettes of 100 points and they are assumed to their respective locations when the number of contour points are changed with noising. If e.g. point No $n, 1 \leq n \leq 100$ was designated as a GT IP on the original 100 silhouette contour, then point $No 2^p(n-1) + 1$, where $p = log_2(N/100)$, is also a GT IP of the noisy contour of $N$ points, $N = 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600$. This definition of GT IPs as consistent vertices across scales is generally accepted, as corners and high curvature points are traditionally considered interesting points. Tracking vertices across scales combines both local (vertices) and global (scaling) characteristics of the shape in an perceptually objective and generally accepted manner. This algorithm of defining GT IPs is denoted by SK (from Sum of Curvatures (K)) and is included in the experiments as the method one would expect to be the most successful in tracking back these GT points from the noisy versions. As we will discuss later however, the proposed method achieves better Precision/Recall (PR) performance in tracking back these points, even though SK is the method that defines them in the first place.

4.3 Methods Under Comparison

Colors and markers below refer to Fig.1.

- **Local Area Integral Invariant (AI):** Using a circular kernel (constructed as a binary image of a circle of radius 15, as is suggested in [8]) we convolve the filter with the shape image only at the boundary points. The values of the convolution at each of the boundary points are the values...
Figure 1: Calculation of the ground truth (GT) set of Interesting Points (IP) of representative KIMIA silhouettes from all classes. The initial curve is shown with the thick black outermost contour, the final curve is shown as the red innermost contour. Intermediate curves produced by progressively smoothing the initial curve are shown as blue contours. Solid squares are tracking the local extrema of curvature at each smoothing step. The final ground truth points are shown as black diamonds. These are the local extrema of the cumulative curvature shown at the respective lower halves.
of the $AI$ estimated curvature at these points. As IP we pick the points where the $AI$ descriptor attains a local minimum or local maximum. Complexity: $O(k^2 \times n) = O(n)$, $k$ being the size of the kernel and $n$ the number of contour points + at least one order if dynamic adjustment of the kernel size is needed in noisy conditions. Parameters: Circle Radius: 15, Color: red, Marker: star.

- **Proposed, 1st implementation ($V_o$):** In the first GL equation $2$ the first derivative of $\varphi$ is calculated as an integral over parametric angles, no distances are computed either and there is no derivative involved. For the third derivative of $\varphi$, a similar calculation is not apparent from the theory. For this reason we decided to provide two implementations of the proposed method. The first, signified by $V_o$ uses the zero crossings of $\dot{\varphi}$ only and identifies IPs there without calculating derivatives. Complexity: $O(n^2)$ regardless of noise. Color: blue, Marker: Circle.

- **Proposed, 2nd implementation ($V$):** The second implementation signified by $V$ uses the collocation of the first and third derivatives. For the calculation of $\ddot{\varphi}$ see the relevant section 4.5 Complexity: $O(n^2)$ regardless of noise. Color: Green, Marker: Cross.

- **Heron Curvature ($K$):** For each contour point $p_i$ a triangle is defined having vertices $p_i, p_{i-k}, p_{i+k}$. Heron Curvature at $p_i$ is defined as the area of this triangle. IPs are considered the local extrema of Heron Curvature. Complexity: $O(n)$ regardless of noise. Color cyan, Marker none.

- **Cumulative Curvature ($SK$):** Same with cumulative curvature for defining GT IPs above (section 4.2) with the only difference that $SK$ will run on the noisy contours. Complexity: $O(n^2)$ regardless of noise. The number of smoothings for calculating the cumulative curvature are a function of the number of points. Color magenta, Marker square.

The methods under comparison were chosen to be pure approaches that emphasize different degrees of locality in solving the problem of IP detection, thus the investigation could remain focused on the essential concepts (e.g. what degree of locality is involved in the concept of an IP under the presence of noise?), rather than dragged into heuristic implementations directed to specific datasets or specialized problems. $K$ is a local method binded to a 1D locality, defined as a portion of the contour length, $AI$ binds to the locality of a 2D disk of a certain radius, whereas the proposed method is globally defined ($\dot{\varphi}$ defined through an integral) and finally $SK$ is a hybrid method since both the vertices (local) but also the tracking of them across scales (global) are used by the method.

### 4.4 Performance Metrics

Every shape will in general have different number of ground truth (GT) points and each method under comparison will in general identify a different number of interesting points (IP) for such each shape. The challenge therefore in designing a strategy for comparison is in defining precision and recall in such a way that will not bias in favor of a particular method. We can hardly do better than using a standard probabilistic framework to calculate probability densities of a point being an IP under a particular method. For each method and for each point on the boundary we calculate the probability of this point to be an IP under this method as the reciprocal of its bounded probability in other words, of a noisy point closest IP to $p$. This is indeed so since $d_s((\min_i(|p_j - l_i|)))^{-1}$ is the probability density for the uniform distribution in the interval $(p_j, l_i)$ if $l_i$ is the closest IP to $p_j$, identified by method $m$. The probability in other words, of a noisy point $p_j$ (point on
a noisy version of the curve) being an IP at the original smooth version of the same curve according to a particular method, is inversely proportional to its distance to the nearest of the IPs identified by this method on the noise curve. As is typical with probability densities we assume \( t_i \neq p_j \), their distance in other words is never zero but achieves a minimum value.

Each method under comparison therefore, defines a probability distribution over points on a noisy curve that measures their potential to be the IPs of the original curve. But since the actual IPs are provided in the set of ground truth (GT) points as above, the methods will be compared on the cumulative probability they assign to the points that lie at the same location with the GT points.

A concern when designing the experiment was that local methods under noisy conditions typically identify IPs everywhere, densely at many locations, therefore IPs are randomly detected close to GT points. The probability framework just introduced compensates for this case since normalizing the probability density will distribute the probability mass evenly among all the points with low values at each point. When on the other hand, a method identifies fewer IPs, normalizing the probability density will produce picks of high probability mass at these points and low probability mass at the other points. Identifying a correct location close to GTs is thus more critical in the latter cases. The probabilistic framework therefore is consistent with our intuition that a trade-off should exist between the number and the importance of location of the points identified by each method.

PR graphs are usually considered in a discrete context to measure the quality of matching in benchmarked classification tasks [20]. If a method, in order to get a correct match on the \( m \)th GT item, has previously matched correctly only \( n \) items, \( n \leq m \) items, then the respective PR graph holds at the recall position \( m \), \( m \) the items that have been recalled so far, the value \( \frac{n}{m} \), the ratio of the correct items over all items that were classified so far. In our experiment such a discrete approach was not apparent since there are different GT points to be recalled by methods that produce a different number of IPs. However, the probabilistic approach just introduced, can be seen as extending the discrete PR concept above, to continuous values, where instead of hit or no hit we have the degree of a hit, measured by the diversion of the method’s density from the GT density at the location of the GT points.

Since each method produces a probability density over all the points on the curve, this density can be compared to the GT density, produced by the GT method also over all curve points. This way, a common reference was made possible. The PR graph therefore, holds at the recall position \( m \) (number of GT points recalled so far) the value \( 1 - \sum_{i=1,...,m} |p(i) - p_G(i)| \), where \( p(i) \) and \( p_G(i) \) are the method’s density and the GT density respectively evaluated at the GT point \( i \), and \( \sum_{i=1,...,m} |p(i) - p_G(i)| \) is the cumulative absolute diversion this method’s density has from the GT density at the points recalled so far. We subtract from 1 to be visually consistent with the usual image of a PR graph that drops with precision. For each density, the absolute differences of its values from the GT density values at the GT locations are sorted in ascending order and subtracted from 1 to be consistent with the Precision-Recall (PR) formulation. The final PR graph is a cumulative progressive addition of these sorted values. A perfect match will produce zero differences from the GT density at the GT locations (the method’s density will be identical to the GT density in this case), therefore the visualized Precision Recall graph will be a constant 1 at all the GT locations. The best matches (smaller absolute differences from the GT density values) are sorted first. The PR graph drops as more GT IPs are examined and more errors are accumulated.

### 4.5 Implementation Details

Local extrema and zero crossings are calculated for scalar descriptors using a level set approach. A sliding window (1D window as a portion of the boundary in the form of \([s - ds, s + ds]\), where \( s \) contour length parameter) is used on the values of the descriptor. The values left and right of the window center are subtracted from the center value in pairs and a local extreme is identified if all these differences have pairwise the same sign. The size of this window is the
Figure 2: Precision-Recall diagrams for each class of the KIMIA benchmark dataset of silhouettes. Blue graphs correspond to 1600 point contours, green graphs to 200 point contours. The PR graphs of all the 11 shapes of each class where averaged and presented here for each noising scenario. Horizontal axis is indexed with the IPs for each shape, vertical axis holds the precision in the range [0,1] but is omitted for better display. See section for a discussion on the results.
same for all methods and equals 0.017 as a ratio of the total contour length, therefore is invariant to the number of contour points. All local extrema calculations for all methods under comparison are calculated in this way using the same window size ratio. The experiment is now described in steps:

1. Each silhouette in the KIMIA dataset is discretized by 100 equally spaced points and the ground truth GT set of IPs is calculated.

2. A 100-point noisy version of each silhouette is constructed. Gaussian noise is applied by moving each point on the direction of its normal by a random quantity drawn by the normal distribution with variance 2.0.

3. Noising is applied on each of the 99 100-points noisy silhouettes of the previous step producing 99 200-points noisy silhouettes. Similarly contours of 400, 800 and 1600 points are produced as explained in section 4.1. Each noising step adds a new point at the middle of each edge with a constant normal perturbation equal to 0.01 times the magnitude of that edge.

4. The 5 methods of 4.3 are used to compute interesting points on each of the noisy silhouettes of the previous step. In method $V$, for the existence of the $\varphi$ zero crossing a level set approach is applied: Since the locations of the local extrema of $\varphi$ have been identified on the zero crossings of $\dot{\varphi}$, one can infer the behavior of the third derivative of $\varphi$ by examining the shape of $\varphi$ around those points following a level set approach (since $\varphi$ is a scalar). A zero crossing of the third derivative in the vicinity of these zero crossings means a local extreme for the second derivative of $\varphi$ and thus a sudden change (above a threshold) in the values of $\varphi$ around its local extreme. The same sliding window strategy of the same size as above is used but now at least one of the pairwise absolute differences from the center must also be greater than 0.15 times the window length. $SK$ is the only method that smooths the curve and it does so progressively, it is thus the same method that calculates the GT set initially, but now works on the noisy curves after noising.

5. For each noisy contour (after noising) and for each method, the probability densities are estimated according the section 4.4 based on the IP set predicted for each contour by each method.

6. The comparison of the various densities (methods) is performed against the GT density as explained in section 4.4.

The execution time for one contour of 100 points was less than a second on a computer with standard configuration for all methods. All methods had similar performance as contour points increased. The worst performance was observed in relation to the $SK$ method since multiple smoothings increased computational time in contours that exceeded 1600 points.

5 Results

In Fig. (2) PR measurements are presented per KIMIA shape class for all methods and for two noising scenarios. Green curves correspond to shapes affected by a 2 step noising (200-points noisy shapes) while blue curves correspond to a 5 step noising scenario (1600-points noisy shapes). See legend for the markers used for each particular method. In Fig. (3) details of the process is shown for characteristic shapes of 2 KIMIA classes. See caption for details on the presentation. Since performance is judged against GT IPs identified by the $SK$ method one would naturally expect $SK$ to perform extremely well in this set of experiments. We see in both of the above figures that $SK$ is affected by noising although it still performs well especially for shapes that have many dominant IPs of positive and negative curvatures. Even in those cases however, noising improves the proposed method $V_o$, especially for the most interesting points (best matches).

The proposed $V_o$ is better than all the other methods, the superiority gap, seen as the vertical distance of PR curves, increases with noising. Compared to $SK$, $V_o$, behaves better in most shape classes. For certain classes of shapes with many dominant points of positive and negative curvatures (Hands, Humans, Animals) $SK$ identifies GT IPs more accurately for
Figure 3: 1st column: Noisy versions of KIMIA shapes from representative classes in quartets of increasing noising of 200, 400, 800 and 1600 points in vertical order. Big black diamonds represent the Ground Truth (GT) points identified by the cumulative curvature method as in Fig.1 on the corresponding smooth silhouettes of 100 points. The positions of the GT points on the noisy shapes were extrapolated from those of the smooth shapes. GT points were calculated only for the initial KIMIA silhouettes of 100 points. Blue circles, green crosses and red stars represent Interesting Points (IPS) identified by $V_o$, $V$ and $AI$ methods respectively. 2nd column: $AI$ and VAR ($\phi$) descriptors, where the x-axis is marked by the number of contour points and the y-axis has been omitted for better display, since only the locations of local extrema are important in this graph. 3rd column: Probability densities corresponding to $V_o$, $V$, $AI$ and Ground Truth GT descriptors where the x-axis is marked by the number of contour points. The y-axis range is [0, 1] but was omitted for better display. 4th column: Precision-Recall (PR) graphs for the 5 methods under comparison where the x-axis marks the GT points (the cardinality may differ among shapes) and the y-axis range is [0, 1] but was omitted for better display. The PR graph for a method, accumulates the diversion this method’s density has from the GT probability density as more GT points are recalled. See Section 5 for a discussion on the results and Fig.2 for per class average PR graphs.
Figure 4: Caption as in Fig.3 above.
low noising scenarios but as noising increases the performance of SK deteriorates, while $V_o$ improves to a point where it outperforms SK for the best 2-3 interesting points. It is important to notice for one more time that SK is a biased estimator in this experiment.

We also notice that both implementations of the proposed method improve with noising. As noising increases the proposed method identifies less points in contrast to the other methods where more points are identified as noising is recursively applied. This improvement at the PR graphs is particularly apparent for the first 3,4 best interesting points, and this is easily explainable since less but more accurate points are correctly identified after noising. This behavior can be observed e.g. in Fig.(3) airplane class, where the PR graph improves with noising to an almost perfect score for the best 5 hits at the 4th noising step (1600 points), while the score at the 2d noising step (200 points) was comparable to the other methods. Similar behavior, where the best 4-5 hits approach a perfect score with noising can be observed for the rest of the classes of the same figure, and eventually for all the KIMIA classes from Fig. (2) where the scores from all shapes per class are combined. What can be observed for the AI and K methods is that they are not affected significantly with noising, something that was expected since noising does not change the overall shape significantly. This reminds us that the whole purpose of noising is to enrich the tangent directions around the curve points and this can be done effectively by introducing slight perturbations with a minimum effect to the appearance of the shape.

6 Discussion

In the experiment above, a surprising result is obtained. On distorted shapes, incremental noising performs better in identifying Ground Truth (GT) points that were defined by progressive smoothing on the corresponding undistorted shapes. This can happen only if: (a) The two methods are effectively identifying the same vertices, and (b) incremental noising is more robust to Gaussian shape distortions than progressive smoothing. Even though the two methods are conceptually orthogonal there must be a link that connects them in the context of vertex identification. In this direction, one may notice that the shape features that are persistent in the course of progressive smoothing are also the ones that are emphasized by the space filling properties of incremental noising.

Indeed, the successive contours produced by progressive smoothing fill up the 2D space between the initial contour and the final smooth version. Persistent vertices are identified in places where the intermediate contours shrink faster per single smoothing, thus the local space coverage is increased. Incremental noising on the other hand, adds more points to
the initial contour at each step, producing a curve that covers 2D space around the original contour in a fractal manner (blue colored space filling curve in Fig. [5]). As one can see in the same figure, persistent vertices are located in areas where the 2D-space filling curve is more dense and these are the same areas where progressively smoothed contours cover more ground as well. The fractal curve produced due to incremental noising will fill up more area around strong vertices than it will around weaker vertices and this is why stronger vertices persist as well with noising as they do with smoothing. Incremental noising works because it is used in combination with VAR’s global characteristics. As has been already explained, VAR is sensitive to relative location on the curve and less to noise-like curvature. The fractal curve produced by incremental noising evolves in a way that eliminates location specific characteristics faster around weak vertices than around stronger ones. In smooth shapes therefore, the two methods identify the same points, after distorting the shapes however, incremental noising seems more robust in tracking back those same points, exhibiting a noise removal behavior in that sense. But this is not the only advantage of incremental noising in this task. Smoothing is a lossy operation whereas noising is not as only new points are always added to the previous ones. A sub-sampling can always produce the initial curve. Furthermore, the space filling coverage due to incremental noising converges to a certain area around the original contour that depends on the initial noising parameter. Progressive smoothing on the other hand always covers the same area, namely the one between the initial contour and the final smooth version, the space covering behavior is thus more discriminative and better controlled in the case of incremental noising.
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